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IOWA DISTILLING COMPANY

PRAIRIE FIRE 35% ABV ZONE VODKA 40% ABV 

Ready for some hardcore heat? Prairie Fire is Iowa 
Distilling Company’s signature hot cinnamon-flavored 
whiskey. And as any local bike enthusiast will tell you, 
they’re not messing around. Through their wizardly ways 
(OK, fine…tasting, sampling, and tasting again), they’ve 

found a way to create an intense spirit that 
makes other cinnamon whiskeys seem like 
child’s play. Think cinnamon and, well, 
fire. Not overly sugary, never syrup-y. It’s 
for those who face danger and say, “yes, 
please.”

When it comes to ultra-premium vodka, Iowa might not be the first 
place that comes to mind. But, after you give Zone Vodka a swig, 
your mind will be blown. Why? Well, this vodka is made with corn. 
(Duh, Iowans know a thing or two about that.) It doesn’t take a 
connoisseur to tell you that premium ingredients result in a better 
vodka. With each sip, you’ll totally be in the zone with a refreshing 
richness and a subtle rye bite. And that’s only half the story. They 
purify every batch with cutting-edge Ozone technology to give it the 

perfect smooth, lingering finish. Oh yeah, this is 
Ozone Purified Vodka.

Traditional might not be the first word you think of to describe 
this spirit. They took a beloved American tradition, apple pie, 
and crafted a way to drink it down smooth — mixed or on ice, of 
course. Your grandma hasn’t decided whether to embrace it or 
to be jealous of its likeness to her recipe. But after a sip or two, 
everyone will be feeling the love. And Grandma won’t have to 
spend all that time in the kitchen. Careful now, this sweet angelic 
taste has a devilish finish.

There’s nothing more authentic than an Iowan. Locals take pride 
in being 100% real. Which is why Iowa Distilling Company goes 
above and beyond to import pure molasses from the Caribbean 
for their Steel Drum Rum. You can’t fake that kind of sweetness. 
(Although others have tried.) They also take pride in treating their 
rum with just as much respect as their other spirits. They age every 
batch in American White Oak barrels to get that signature caramel 
color and a smoothness that’ll leave hints of dried pineapple, 
papaya and apricot on your tongue. So sit back, relax and drink 
up…the Iowan tropics are tasty this time of year.

SAINTS N SINNERS 12% ABV

STEEL DRUM RUM  40% ABV
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